General Education Committee Meeting
Agenda
September 14, 2004

1. Old minutes
2. KC conference

3. American Democracy Project association with GEC

4. Go over handout from last time. Discuss and make changes as needed.

5. What do we want to present to faculty for models for sure and how do we want to present them?

Committee Members:
Jan Dinsmore: EDC/efl
Donovan Conley: NSS/hhps
Fay Jackson: EDC/sec
Gwen Jensen: AHU/com
Jean Karlen: NSS/specj
John Renzelman: BST/tas
Lori Nicholson: BST/ctis
Patricia Arneson: BST/busecon
Sharon Thomas: NSS/hispg
Katja Hawlitschka: AHU/langlit
Linda Christensen: AHU/mus
Marian Borgmann-Ingwersen: NSS/lsci
Jeff Bauer: NSS/mps
Judith Berry: AHU/art